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The Castle at Mercues—gastronomic heaven on the site of a Roman temple.

Over in Dulgence
To THE BEST of my recollection I was a
member of the survey party that set
out from Paris the other week, made
eight stops in five countries, and was
back in Paris four days later. That leisurely sojourn was a test of a tour
called simply "Renaissance," which is
scheduled to embark next spring on a
series of excursions especially designed
for the overprivileged. One travels by
Falcon jet, a ten-place executive airplane that departs from its own glassy
terminal in a corner of Le Bourget,
makes leaps in Europe that rarely require more than an hour or so in the
air, and floats over the lesser world at
40,000 feet, emitting scarcely more than
a satisfied purr. On the ground the
travelers will be conveyed by Rolls
Royce or Mercedes-Benz, and, rental
charges being what they are, the Renaissance people, when last heard from,
were dickering for a fleet of two Rolls
and thirty Mercedes. After all, they
have to keep them parked in such assorted corners as Granada, Tangier,
Dubrovnik, Crete, Izmir, Aberdeen, and
Dublin, to mention a few of the tour's
proposed ports of call.
The Renaissance planners have designed four circuits, one of eleven days
—doubtless for people of limited
means—two of fourteen days, and one
of seventeen days that, financially anyway, could easily be swung by princes
of Middle Eastern oil kingdoms, maSR/NOVEMBER 6, 1971

haranis, begums, Paul Getty, and
charge account customers of NeimanMarcus. Nobody was able to give me a
hard, fast figure on the cost, but the
estimated extraction will be about $160
to $180 per person per day. For that
stipend the traveler will be picked up
at Paris, where three circuits begin, or
Rome, where a two-week trip starts.
In the case of Paris, to take it as a
pertinent example, one will be conveyed from the airport in a Rolls and
installed in the Bristol Hotel on the
Faubourg St. Honore for one night, the
Falcon flying tour beginning the next
day. The circuits could take in a mix
of Austria, southern France, southern
Spain, and North Africa, or Italy,
Greece, Turkey, and France. The lodgings selected in each place are either
a hotel of unusual comfort and cuisine,
a villa—ordinarily one of dazzling
decor and situs of the type advertised
in Town and Country—or a castle,
preferably one that has just dispossessed the ghost of a third cousin of
King Arthur. In places where no pad
of sufficient posh quotient could be engaged. Renaissance has fallen back on
yachts. The circuits take to the water
at Dubrovnik, Nice, and Izmir. A flying
den mother will accompany the pack
as it flies from place to place, as will
another conferenciere (frankly I am
hard put to know what to call them, for
Renaissance people take on epileptic
fits at the suggestion of the word
"hostess"). Both ladies will drive the

cars and stay with the flying sybarites
during their ground excursions, which
will last about three days in each place.
On the trial run that, in a lapse of
judgment, I consented to join, many
stops were sandwiched into the shortest possible time span so that after a
while, a little bit giddy with being at
40,000 feet over Mont Blanc at one moment and in a gondola the next, one began to consult watch and schedule in
order to get a fix on where one was.
This produced such tentative conclusions as that, if indeed it proved to be
11:45, then we were perforce in Corfu.
After a night at the Bristol in Paris,
in a room that I gather would ordinarily be assigned to chauffeurs, we
drove to Le Bourget in a matched pair
of Rolls and buzzed off to Dublin to
lunch with Lord and Lady Dunsany.
A morning so spent might not be everyone's idea of heaven, but it is a great
line to drop at a PTA meeting.
Lord Dunsany, whose name turns
out to be Randal Plunkett, inhabits
Dunsany Castle, a pile just outside
Dubhn that was built in 1180. I won't
bore you with the details of who built
it and why, but the Plunkett strain became entangled with it when Sir Christopher Plunkett, the Sheriff of Meath,
married Joan Cusack in 1401. Sir Christopher's son became the first Lord
Dunsany, which makes Randal Plunkett the nineteenth Lord Dunsany. The
castle has been in his family for almost
eight centuries, and it has been successfully defended against everything
except the high cost of upkeep, which
is attacking it now. Lord Dunsany and
Lady Sheila Dunsany, his second wife,
hope to survive on the battlements
with the help of Renaissance travelers
fetched thither by Falcon.
Travelers who nest in its halls between forays into Dublin must share
the abode with portraits of Blessed
Oliver Plunkett, Archbishop of Armagh,
a fifteenth-century battle-axe bearing
the Plunkett coat of arms, the gold
staffs carried by Lord Dunsany at the
coronations of George VI and Elizabeth II, and a silver and enamel mug
given to the sixth Lord Dunsany by
Queen Elizabeth I. There is also a war
map of the Alamein Line in North
Africa in 1942 where Lord Dunsany,
then Major Plunkett, performed nobly,
though, in the tradition of war people,
he is loath to discuss it now.
Sybil Connolly, the celebrated Irish
couturiere, who is called Billy by Lady
Dunsany, was at lunch, too. She made a
lively table companion, and if her
presence is an indication of Lady Dunsany's future plans, then the Renaissance Irish interludes will be lively and
elegant, and the mealtimes a whir of
silver service, butlery, and maids in
black uniforms and white lace.
The mood was heavier, about as
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thick as overcooked porridge, when we
dropped in at the next castle, the
enormous bastion of Invercauld in the
north of Scotland. The Falcon flew to
Dyce, a lonely airport equipped with
an antiquated brown shack that
seemed left over from a Rattigan play
about the RAF. We transferred to cars,
skimmed the edge of Aberdeen, still
bright with roses, and, after two hours
of heather and stone, rose into the
forested Highlands, reaching Invercauld in the gloaming. Who could have
doubted, seeing the castle with its
crenellated fortifications floating there
in the mist, that inside those thick
stone walls Launcelot was just getting
off his horse in the courtyard, while
Guinevere waited behind a lead-glass
window, peeking through the double
damask draperies?
I found, instead, a huddle of shivering Americans and Britons tended by
Captain Alwyne Farquharson, the
laird of the castle, and his wife,
Frances, a Seattle girl displaced to the
Highlands. Both were wrapped to the
withers in tweeds and woolens, the
laird in a heavy tweed jacket with
epaulets, a sweater underneath, and
the rest of him in the kilt and high
wool socks. The visitors were shunted
to the fire and plied with Scotch,
which, as it all became suddenly so
clear, was invented by Scots long ago,
as a necessary anti-freeze.
Invercauld, for all its lore—it has
been the seat of the chiefs of the clan
Farquharson since the sixteenth century; for all its high-born neighbors—
tho royal castle of Balmoral is just
down the road; for all the coal in Scotland—it produces ll'/i million tons a
year—is about as comfortable inside as
Michigan Boulevard on January 15
when the wind is off the lake. Doors
that shut rooms off from hallways are
constantly being closed, and electric
heaters are supplied to the rooms and
may be used unless too much current
is being siphoned off by the kitchen
when dinner is in progress.
No sort of weather would keep the
Farquharsons from dressing every
night for dinner, and the night I was in
residence, in a thin black dinner jacket
that seemed downright diaphanous as
the evening wore on, the laird appeared
in a red velour jacket with lace jabot,
the kilt, sporran, and skein dhu—one
of eight formal Scottish combinations
he maintains in his wardrobe. The
dining salon was soignae, candlelit and
filled with flowers, and at dinner's end
there came a distant skirling of pipes
and ultimately a piper himself blowing
up a storm of cat wailing until the
paneled walls, if not indeed one's
tympanum, seemed ready to crumble
in a Jerichoan heap. The laird poured
the piper a tumbler of Scotch, which
seemed to give the Highlander new
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strength. He went chantering off out of
the room followed by Captain Farquharson, who sat on a step and listened intently as the piper played another—shall I say melody?—on the
landing below.
Breakfast the next morning, once
one got one's fingers unstiffened, was
staged in the enormous old kitchen of
the castle. The laird sat spooning his
porridge with relish, telling stories of
the castle and of the deerstalking and
bird shoots that he arranges each year.
"Have ye seen the stags?" said a wellburred, tartan-clad lady next to me
who turned out to be the housekeeper
and an advocate of Scottish separatism. "They come a hundred at a time.
Oh, they roar so ye can can hear them
challenging each other over the glen."
The Renaissance excursionists who
come up to Invercauld will have nothing to do with the hunting, which begins with the grouse season in
mid-August and stretches to midSeptember. By then the grouse, which
have been feeding on heather and have
the same flavor as the heather honey,
weigh about a pound-and-a-half. The
ptarmigan, a white cousin of the
grouse, lives above the heather, eating
crowberries, an alpine blueberry, but
one needs time and effort for ptarmigan, for shooters must climb above
the rocks and scree where they live.
It takes a staff of fifty to run Invercauld and its 120,000 acres, a tract considerably larger than that of the
queenly Balmoral next door. Nine
gamekeepers are employed the year
round, but twenty beaters are brought
in during the bird season and so is a
driver for a half-track snow cat that
is employed to carry the hunters—
shooters, they say here—up to the
buttes. Eight guns, which is to say,
eight hunters, are in action at a time,
and the cost, which Captain Farquharson doesn't like to discuss, comes to
about £550 per gun per week.
As Scottish, by that time, as a road
company of Brigadoon that hasn't been
home in a year, we rolled back through
the heather and hopped into the Falcon
for the cross-Channel flight to Cahors
in southern France. Now the land was
warm and bountiful, patterned with
fruit trees and fields still green. The
Valentre bridge at Cahors stood nobly
over the Lot, a remnant of the fourteenth century and a reminder that
Cahors in that same period had three
bridges when Paris had none.
We drove to the castle at Mercues. It
has no laird and no deer, and if there
were any ptarmigan, they would likely
be served under glass. But it has other
glories, namely a superb management
by M. Robert Fabre, who spent long
years fashioning the Bristol in Paris
and a four-year stretch trying to bring
an infusion of France to the Pontchar-

train Hotel in Detroit. Here in the heart
of the truffle country of Quercy, he
maintains a fourteenth-century castle
built on the site of a Roman temple
that was dedicated to Mercury. It has
fifty-three rooms, some in bungalows,
but all with terraces that sweep over
the fruited valley floor. The swimming
pool—should any castle be without
one?—is heated and girt with gardens
created by Mme. Fabre, a bright, witty,
and stylish decorator.
In the heart of gastronomic heaven,
an endroit that in Roman times sent
geese clear to the banks of the Tiber,
the castle at Mercues can produce such
truffled fantasies as truifes en coffret,
truffles with ham baked in pastry and
served with sauce Perigord; poussin
Vincent Delpuech, a squab with a
whole truffle and foie gras inside; and
truifes sous la cendre, truffles wrapped
with bacon and then sealed in waxed
paper and cooked on a pie plate over
hot ashes. Truffles baked in a pie are
also called truffes sous la cendre, not
to be confused with the real thing.
The ordinary eleven-day Renaissance
circuit, the shortest of its planned trips,
would take in Dublin, Aberdeen, and
Cahors, returning to Paris. In our test
run, however, we buzzed over to Nimes,
spending a night in L'Oustau de Baumaniere, one of the twelve restaurants
in France canonized by Michelin with
three stars. We breezed into the Cala
di Volpe on the Aga Khan's Costa
Smeralda for lunch and came to rest
for the night at Corfu, landing at the
enormous airport, which seems almost
too well prepared for what has to be a
frightening expectation of tourists in
the seasons ahead.
Paleokastritsa, that lovely bay that
seemed like a personal discovery when
I chanced to see it not so very many
years ago, is sprinkled now with assorted tourist shelters, none of them
exactly an architectural leaf from Le
Corbusier or Saarinen or even the box
builder who puts up Holiday Inns.
Achilleion Palace, built by the Empress
of Austria, and now turned into a
casino, is, on the other hand, a fashionable place to drop one's drachmas. And
one has to say that the friendliness of
the Corfu people, to say nothing of
their insular ways, peasanty dress, and
open heartedness that has withstood
everyone from the Vandals to the
Turks, is enduring this recent incursion, by tourists, with equal grace.
They still wave to oversized tourist
buses that jam their roads, ride dizzy
summits on donkeys, and carry bread
—a woman's job—uphill in enormous
wicker baskets.
Renaissance travelers will do Corfu
from Rome before gliding off to Izmir
and Venice. On the trial run we buzzed
into Venice for a late afternoon lunch
(ninety minutes) before buzzing out
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Next business trip to Europe,
take your best asset with you.
She'll love you for it.
Last time in Europe you missed
something—your wife. This time, wouldn't
you like her to share the fun, too?
While you're busy working, she'll find
plenty to do—exploring boutiques, theatre,
fashion, even Christmas shopping.
Well, now's the perfect time to take her.
The tourists have gone. So have high
season prices. And Pan Am presents some
irresistible new bargains:
The Double Bonus Escape
1. Luxurious Inter^Continental Hotels will
give you and your wife a reserved suite or
double room (best available) in any one of
15 hotels in Western Europe, for the superior
single-room rate.
Stay Tuesday through Friday, and you'll
both get Saturday night on the house. Your
company is probably paying for the hotel anyway; that means your wife stays absolutely
free. You both get a bonus weekend!
2. Pan Am passengers can also get
1 out of every 5 days, free, when they rent an
Avis car in major Western European cities.
Choose your car and pay only standard
mileage rates.
In Paris for example. The Double Bonus
Escape can amount to an added value of
more than $350 over a 5-day period.
Call Pan Am® or your Pan Am Travel
Agent to arrange your Double Bonus* Escape.
It's available only through PANAMAC®, our
worldwide computer system. Reserve your
flight, hotel and car in one easy step.
We fly direct to more European cities,
with more 747s than anybody else. Our 41
European offices are at your service.
Before you go, pick up some recorded
Pan Am Tours on Tape to help you enjoy your
trip. Cassettes $2.95 each.
Escape with us to Europe. And make
business a pleasure.
Something new from the world's most
experienced airline.

*Effective November 1 through March 3 1 .

PanAm
Autumn
Escape Plan
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again (ninety minutes) to hit Paris in
time for the evening traffic crunch.
Now the Rolls were waiting at Le
Bourget, and the Bristol was ready,
unlocking its elaborate suites with
terraces that looked over the chimney
pots of Paris to the tower lights of the
Eiffel Tower gleaming there like an
approaching plane that never gets
nearer. In the other direction, on the
butte of Montmartre, the Sacre-Coeur
perched gleaming and white on its
acropolis like an onion-domed temple
elongated in a funny mirror.

Afternoon tea.
ticket on the
own pasture.
kerand
skittles.
Think of us_ , ,
as a sunny England.
Here we are only forty-five
i minutes from San Juan,
under two hours from IVIiami
and three and a half from New York,
Toronto, Montreal, and where do most
of our visitors come from?
Great Britain. In the tradition of
Admiral Nelson who started the whole
thing by falling madly in love with our
island, and setting up headquarters here
for his Caribbean fleet.
Which accounts for our typically British
customs, our typically British duty free
shops and our typically British hospitality.
Which, in turn, accounts for all the
Americans who are falling madly in love
with our island, and setting up headquarters
here for their Caribbean vacations.
See your travel agent.

Antigua*^ Blue Voters Beach
°

Hotel

Represented by I. Oliver Engebretson

NEW YORK
•«iSfBt-

In the great Park Avenue tradition.
Park Avenue at 56th Street,
New York, New York 10022.
(212) 421-0900.
A(3LOEWS HOTEL
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In the Bristol's pale paneled dining " elegant salon. The luncheon was susalon several floors below, the waiters perb, and one could drift away the
were preparing to serve the chef's best afternoon hours as the plane churned
effort for which not only a menu but between the Irish coast and Newfounda scorecard had been printed. The land sipping wine and letting those
chapon de la Mediterranee aux avocats half-sad French ballads come tumbling
was not merely the opening effort, it through the earphones in a cascade of
had also (as noted) won the Coupe accordion accompaniment. Ultimately,
Carmel for 1971. The selle d'agneau de there was Kennedy, and one was caught
Sisteron farcie aux herbes de Provence, in a crush of incoming travelers wormwhich followed, won the Trophee Au- ing their way inch by inch toward the
guste EscofSer in 1971. It arrived pink immigration inspectors. There was no
as a bride, wrapped en croute and Rolls Royce waiting at the curb outquivering in a cloud of rosemary.
side, only a yellow cab, a four-wheeled
All this instant nirvana, which will pumpkin, the mouse at the wheel
be available next spring, is the con- smoking a cheap cigar.
ception of David Giles, a thirty-fiveyear-old submariner, once personal assistant to James Hanson, a multi-millionnaire who kept two Falcons in his
stable. The planes were frequently
rented, and it was aboard one of them
that Moise Tshombe, en route to Portugal, was kidnapped by Algerians.
Giles, after considerable dickering,
got the plane back, if not the passenger. He also got the idea for Renaissance. Stitching together a band that
includes two other young Englishmen,
Mark Tippetts, who is twenty-six and
speaks everything but Kurdish, and
Fred Pearson, who had started a travel
enterprise called Take-a-Guide, and one
bilingual Englishwoman, Jane de Lisle
Bush, a private pilot and a law graduate of Edinburgh, Giles bagged a
steamship company and a British bank
to underwrite the scheme. They have
the backing of Pan Am, which gave
them a research grant to develop this
type of service using Falcons, and they
have the encouragement of Air France,
which supports Marcel Dassault, who
built the plane.

^s.it^<=>i-s

Although the villas, castles, yachts,
great country inns, and fine hotels are,
for the most part, excellent choices, it
is the pure luxury of having a private
jet waiting on the tarmac that gives
Renaissance its uniqueness. The Falcon
is fast, smooth, comfortable, and facile.
Landing at off-beat hours, often at offbeat airports, it erases, for its passengers, the maddening delays, the tiresome waits, and the wearying queues
that always take the starch out of travelers.
As devastating as it may be on the
liver, the bank balance, and the equilibrium of the psyche, one gets used to
the Renaissance style of life as quickly,
I suspect, as the new rich get used to
money. After four days of barnstorming in a private Falcon, one must make
an adjustment when returning home
on the commercial airlines. Air France
handled the transition as tenderly as
possible, if you consider that they were
caring for 300 passengers aboard a 747
instead of ten on the Falcon. If there
was not the intimacy of a private living
room, there was the refinement of an

Simpty Dreamy. Our beloved ankle-length
cotton flannel nightie made by Lanz has
pretty eyelet ruffles at neck, yoke and cuffs.
Enchanting blue/red/green print on white.
Sizes XS,S,M,L. $11.00. Add 90(t for postage.
Send for free catalog.
THE TALBOTS · DEPT. \ . HINCHAM, MASS. 02043
Branches; Duxbury, Lenox, Mass., Mt. Carmel, Avon, Conn.
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With four golden beacfies, a full mile
of ocean front and the prettiest place
in Antigua, we felt we had to do something special. So all our water sports
. . . sailing, swimming, skiing, snorkeling, and skin diving, are complimentary to our guests. And tennis, tool

HAWKSBILL
BEACH HOTEL

ANTIGUA, WEST INDIES
See your travel agent or call:
I. 0. ENGEBRETSON, (212) 980-3810
SR/NOVEMBER 6, 1971

SeaTrain

Look who reads the Bible.
The people who make
music today read the Bible. It's
that kind of book. It can make
things work for you. Read the
Bible. Find out where all the
music's comingfrom.

And if you don't have a
Bible of your own, we'll send
you one for only a dollar. Hard
cover and everything. Just
one should do it. The Bible
lasts a longtime.

National Bible Week Committee
P. 0. Box 1170 Ansonia Station
New York, New York 10023
Good. I'm sending you one dollar.'
Please send me one Bible.
ADDRESS-
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Music to Mv Ears
Irving Kolodin
C h a m b e r M u s i c Society;
Mozart's " D a v i d d e p e n i t e n t e "
ONE OF THE UNEXPECTED by-products of

the season's first concert by the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center in
Alice Tully Hall was the discovery that,
despite all advances in acoustical science, a composer of the eighteenth
century knew better how to write for
Julian Bream's lute than a composer
of the current century does for Julian
Bream and his guitar. I n a D-major
concerto for lute, strings, and continuo
(no number offered), Antonio Vivaldi
created a sonorous field in which the
tripping, twinkling, invigorating tinkle
of the lute intruded a constant pattern
of delight. In Richard Rodney Bennett's
recent concerto, the composer has surrounded the guitar with eleven of the
densest-sounding instruments he could
find (trumpet, horn, bass clarinet,
oboe-English horn, flute-piccolo) plus
an extensive battery (two players),
and challenged the instrumentalist to
pick his way through the resultant hubbub.

formances thus improvised might not
have had ultimate subtlety, but each
had a degree of spontaneity that added
zest to the outcome. Debussy's seldom
performed two-piano duet of World
War I days is not of his first quality,
but its several sections—the first dedicated to Serge Koussevitzky, the last
to Igor Stravinsky—show his mind
reaching out in new directions, even
against debilities of mood and health.
The program ended with the Spohr
Nonetto (Opus 31).
The high season of pianism began,
for some, with the reappearance of
Alicia de Larrocha in the Assembly
Hall of Hunter College. The "some"
would certainly have included those of
her constituency who ignored a heavy
downpour to buy out most of the seats
remaining in the 2,200-capacity auditorium. The lure, moreover, was not
esoterica of the Spanish literature, but
such familiar matter as Bach's Concerto in the Italian style, a Mendelssohn group, and Schumann's Carnaval.
Miss de Larrocha was in rare mood
and excelling pianistic form, applying
her refinement, insight, and artistry to
works where she found no problems,
only opportunities. The scale was not
'neroic, but where power was required,
as in the climax of Mendelssohn's Variations serieuses, she had, in abundance, the necessary reserve.

Why then, it might be inquired, was
there no amplification? Ah, yes. There
were sizable speakers on either wing
of the stage, fed by a microphone situated Breamside. Through them, the
guitar could be heard every so often,
as Bennett granted it a cadenza or a
soliloquy. The problem was, rather,
As every Savoyard knows, Ko-Ko in
with the total output when the ensem- The Mikado had "a little list." Before
ble of eleven was fully engaged. Unlike to3 long, the New York Philharmonic's
the Spanish Joaquin Rodrigo, who has patrons may be compiling their own
a sense of proportion in writing for category of things that "never would
guitar and orchestra, the English Ben- be missed," beginning with the more
nett was bent more on showing off his than a little Liszt they are being served
ingenuity than creating a homogeneous this year. Most recently, it was the
texture. Conscientious artist that he is. "Dante" Symphony for which Michael
Bream took it all in stride. But he was Gielen was intermediary between the
better served by his long-gone benefac- performers (soprano Margaret Price,
tor than by his contemporary col- the Schola Cantorum, as well as the
league.
orchestra) and the audience, not to
It was, in all, an auspicious beginning mention Hell and Purgatory.
for the Society's third season, with a
In common with almost every major
full Tully Hall of auditors and suffi- work of Liszt—and the "Dante" Symcient status in the musical community phony is one of the most major—this
to absorb two unexpected deletions of score is a compound of the (laming and
talent and maintain quality neverthe- the flamboyant, of brilliance and tinless. The double debit resulted from se!, of eloquence and bombast. More
the inability of the ailing Michael Til- than anything else it is interminably
son Thomas to participate. But, as di- hortatory, presenting one grandiose
rector Charles Wadsworth explained statement after another, but rarely ofin an engaging apologia to the audi- fering the listener a connective tissue
ence, there was Christopher Keene of substantive matter. Liszt was, of
willing to learn and conduct the Bennett between Thursday and Sunday,
and Richard Goode to join Wadsworth
in Debussy's En Blanc et Noir, vice
Thomas as first pianist. The per- PRODUCED 2005 BY UNZ.ORG

course, one of the most fluent musicians in history, whether composing
or performing, and he amassed an infinite ability to raise Hell with the
orchestra (suitably enough, in the Inferno). But it might be well to remember that, in the beginning, there was
Berlioz, not nearly so versatile a musician or so successful a self-promoter
as Liszt. He pointed almost every way,
orchestrally, that both Liszt and Wagner followed, and was writing orchestral works in response to Goethe,
Shakespeare, and Byron before Liszt
discovered there was more to music
than the piano.
It should be said for Gielen, however,
and his aptly chosen associates, that
the case for Dante was argued with
vigor and conviction. The conductor
clearly enjoys the attention of the players (no foregone conclusion where the
Philharmonic and a guest conductor
are concerned), and they responded
with precision, finesse, and fine coloristij flavor. Similarly, the English Miss
Price and the women's voices of the
chorus gave their parts a gloss of sound
that complemented the high spots of
Liszt's conception.
Thankfully, Gielen had the musical
insight and artistic taste to balance
the "Dante" Symphony with Mozart's
infrequently performed, rarely recorded Davidde penitente. Nevertheless, more than a little of it is familiar,
for, in large part, it is an adaptation,
for concert purposes, of the great Cminor Mass Mozart wrote to consummate, artistically, his marriage to Constanze Weber (1782-3). The adaptation
deprives those acquainted with the
Mass of its musical crown, "Et incarnatus est," but atones with two new
sections relating to the Psalms of
David. The first is a tenor solo of considerable beauty, to which George Shirley gave artistic expression despite
shortness of vocal range; the second
a treacherously complicated soprano
aria, "Fra I'oscure ombre funeste," for
which Miss Price's strong, clear sound
was admirably appropriate. When she
was joined by Sheila Armstrong in a
duet derived from "Domine Deus, Rex
coelestis" of the Mass, the technical
security (including trills) and musicality of the two sopranos were decidedly
complementary to the background of
English training they share.
Considering the matter in his three
Philharmonic programs to date (Mozart, Schoenberg, Liszt, Berg, Nono,
and Strauss), Gielen may be described
as a musician capable of bridging a
wide span of the musical mainstream,
plus some side channels and eddies.
As the nature of music, like any other
physical phenomenon, abhors a vacuum, Gielen may be destined to fill a
place long occupied by the late Hans
Rosbaud.
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